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A program is described that permits the use of an
Imlac PDS-1 display computer, in conjunction with a
host timeshare system, as a software-controlled
tachistoscope. Alphanumeric and graphic message strings
are received from the host computer over a telephone
line, and are then displayed for specified periods of time
in sequence. The display computer records the S's
responses and reaction time and reports this information
back to the host computer for recording and analysis.
The system is designed so that the burden of software
development for the realization of a specific
experimental plan is shifted to the large-capacity host
machine, and it can utilize all of the features of standard
FORTRAN as implemented on the host computer
system,

In many areas of psychological research. the computer
generation of stimuli and recording of responses can be
crucial to the conduct of experimental investigations.
These areas of research include situations in which
(a) multiple displays must be timed and presented
accurately. (b) the S's reaction time (RT) must be
measured. along with his category of response.
(c) feedback about the correctness of a response must be
provided, and (d) experimental designs require that
subsequent displays be modified, contingent upon the
S's previous response(s). Studies falling in any of the
above categories may involve graphic and/or pictorial
displays as well as displays consisting solely of
alphanumeric material. A number of
computer-controlled display systems have been
developed for use with small laboratory computers
(Aaronson & Brauth, 1972: Cumming. 1971: Forsyth.
1967: Haber. 1971). The application of timesh~red
programming systems to the psychological laboratory.
particularly for multidevice. multiuser environments. has
also undergone development (Green. 1972: Uttal. 1972:
Pinkus & Gregg. 1973).

The present programming system was designed to
meet the need for a computer-controlled display system
capable of recording and measuring responses of
experimental Ss in research contexts such as those
described. while at the same time making optimal use of

<Program development was supported in part by a grant from
the Office. of Education. No. OEG-1-71-0103 (508). This work
has benefited from discussions with Maurice Hershenson, The
program for the Irnlac PDS·l was written to specifications bv
Fred Andree of Irnlac Corporation. and incorporated elements o'f
a text and graphics editor program which is copyrighted by
Imlac Corporation. Copies of the Tachistoscope Program are
available from Imlac Corporation. 150 ... Street. Needham
Massachusetts 02194. .
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computer timesharing services that are now readily
available in most laboratories. General constraints upon
the system design were that (a) it would require no
special software/hardware modification irI the host
timesharing system other than that U.S.A. Standard
FORTRAN be operative; (b) the majority of
programming by the investigator would be in
FORTRAN, so that a common programming language
could be used for both display generation and statistical
analysis of responses; (c) preparation of experimental
programs would take place off-line, without tying up the
experimental terminal; (d) all crucial timing of displays
and responses (RTs) would be handled locally at the
terminal. and thus be independent of the current
response time of the timesharing system (which is
usually quite variable, depending as it does on the
momentary system load): (e) the system would be
compatible for use with a variety of host computer
systems: and (f) remote location of the host computer
would be assumed with communication to the host
through a standard acoustic coupler and telephone voice
line.

The system described here meets most of these
requirements. The Imlac- PDS·I display computer serves
as the remote terminal. The PDS·I system includes a
14·in. CRT display screen (with P·31 phosphor.
refreshed 60 times/sec), a software programmable
keyboard. a 4K minicomputer (with l o-bit word size
and 2·microsec cycle time), a display processor that
operates in parallel with the minicomputer, and a serial
asynchronous communications interface. The display
system uses vector stroke graphics-: all alphanumeric
and graphic displays consist of strings of connected
vector strokes. and are software generated usina the
display processor. This means that the display char:cters
assigned to keyboard locations can be altered by the user
Simply by changing the associated display subroutines. A
clock option (described below) permits the timing of
displays/responses to an accuracy of I msec. The
communications interface permits the user to input
display descriptions from the host computer and allows
the minicomputer to report the S's performance to the
host computer through the same channel.

This report describes a software system which makes
the PDS-I serve as a timeshare contr~lled tachistoscope.
It enables the host computer to send alphanumeric and
graphic message strings to the PDS-l. which are then
displayed for specified periods of time in sequence. The
PDS·1 at the same time keeps track of the S's responses
and transmits them back to the host computer for
recording and analysis.
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Fig. 1. The cycle of operations performed
by the tachistoscope software.

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE TACHISTOSCOPE SOFTWARE

The tachistoscope software allows the PDS-l to
operate in two modes: timeshare mode and
tachistoscope mode. When in timeshare mode, the PDS-I
behaves in most respects like a Model 33 Teletype, and
allows the operator to communicate with the host
system as if he were using a standard Teletype. This
mode can be used to log into the host system, to load an
experimental program into the host computer, to direct
the listing and/or storage of data from one device to
another (e.g., disk file to magnetic tape or cards), and,
finally, to log off the timeshare system at the end of an
experimental session. After the operator has requested
the execution of his experimental program, he then (by
typing the function-O key on the PDS-l keyboard)
places the machine in tachistoscope mode. In this mode
(see Fig. I), the PDS-I first waits for a series of
alphanumeric and/or graphic messages to be transmitted
from the host computer; these messages are generated as
output from the user's experimental program, which is
being executed on the host computer. Associated with
each message is a time parameter, specifying the time in
milliseconds that the message is to be displayed, and an
enable/disable parameter, which determines whether or
not responses from the keyboard are to be recorded
(during that message) for later processing. After the last
characters of the display description have been received,
the word "READY" is displayed on the screen. The S
then initiates the display sequence by striking a
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character on the keyboard or pressing a foot switch
(alternatively, a start command can be sent from the
host). Once a start command has been received, the
PDS-I displays each message the proper amount of time 
and keeps a record of the S's responses. The S responds
by striking a character(s) on the keyboard.f The PDS-I
then reports back to the host computer the RT from the
onset of the display to the first response and the
character or characters that have been struck, in the
sequence in which they were typed. At this point, the
PDS-I again waits for a new set of display descriptions
and the cycle begins again. The set of messages to be
displayed on any given cycle or trial is determined by
the user's experimental program and the experimental
design that is realized in that program.

At any time (even during a display), the operator can
return the PDS-I to Teletype mode by typing the
control and function-2 keys on the keyboard. Typically,
at the end of a session, the last display will be some such
message as "Experiment Completed," remining the
operator that the PDS-l should at that point be returned
to Teletype mode.

It is the responsibility of the programmer to provide
appropriate input messages to the PDS-I, to wait for and
receive the report of a S's responses, and then to provide
feedback and/or display modification on subsequent
trials. The burden of software development for the
realization of a specific experimental plan is thus shifted
to the large-capacity host machine, where numerous
options exist for data recording and storage of data files
generated during an experimental session.
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE TACHISTOSCOPE SYSTEM

The tachistoscope system operates on an Imlac PDS-l
(4K) display computer, equipped with the following: 1
CON-l programmer/maintenance control panel; I IEI-l
interface expansion and external interrupt; I ACI-l
addressable clock with interrupt; I Anderson-Jacobson
acoustic coupler, Model AC-300, with a cassette
bulk-storage feature; and : 1 HRC-I high-contrast
high-resolution CRT with P-31 phosphor.

The CIE coordinates of the P-31 phosphor are: x:::
.193 and y ::: .420. The phosphor decays to 10% of its
initial output in 38 microsec and is down to I% in
.25 msec. Other phosphors could, of course, be
employed. For a discussionof phosphors and their use in
visual displays, see Sperling (1971).

Due to the decay rate of the P-31 phosphor, the
display processor was modified to refresh the screen at a
rate of 60 Hz. In addition, an interface was developed
(along with appropriate software) to provide selected
characters in response to microswitch closures. One can
therefore substitute various external devices (such as
voice keys) for keyboard characters in measuring the S's
response.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Timeshare Mode

Once started, the program will be in timeshare mode.
In timeshare mode, the message "TACHISTOSCOPE
TIMESHARE MODE" is displayed at the top of the
screen. When the operator types on the keyboard, the
characteris displayed on the screen and is immediately
transmitted to the host computer. (For this reason,
half-duplex mode should be used for data
cornmunications.j All keyboard functions are similar to
those of a Model 33 Teletype, and all transmitted
characters will be in uppercase. Characters received from
the host computet will also be immediately displayed on
the screen. The receivable characters include the entire
ASCII character set (including lowercase characters) plus
IMLAC character graphics (see Appendix). While no
local editing functions are provided, timeshare mode
software does provide for page TOU, and the operator can
at any time clear the screen and reinitialize the display
buffer by typng control and the function-Z key. The
operator can return to timeshare mode at any poirrt in
the' execution of his program by typing these characters.

Tachistoscope Mode
Tachistoscope mode is entered, by typing the

function-O key. Once tachistoscope mode is entered, the
program waits for a series of alphanumeric and graphic
messages to be received 'from the host computer,
together with two parameters associated with each
message: (1) a parameter specifying the length of time it
is to. be displayed, and (2) a parameter determining
whether or not the keyboard is to be enabled for
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recording of a S's response. A typical sequence of
messages is the following:

/FIRST MESSAGE/3000/D$
/@.IAJA%HERE WE CENTERED THE
BEAM/2000/D$

/Message 3 includes lower case./2000/D$
/ENABLE KEYBOARD THIS TIME/lOOO/E$
/LET'S USE GRAPHICS@SSSAlDE32VH56781
ARRRQQ%/2000/D$

/FINAL MESSAGE IS 50 MSEC./50/E$$

Each message describes a separate display. There are six
separate displays in the above message set. (A display
sequence can have up to 44 separate messages.) The total
number of displayable characters in any single message
should not exceed 700 if the display is to be refreshed at
60 Hz. The total number of characters in any message
sequence should not exceed 2100 on a 4K machine.

Message Format
The format for any message has three fields, each field

beginning with a / and the last field ending with a $. The
first field contains the message to be displayed, the
second field contains an integer specifying the time (in
milliseconds) that the message is to be presented, and
the third field contains a parameter (E or D) indicating
whether the keyboard and microswitches are to be
enabled or disabled during the time that the message is
being displayed. When the keyboard and switches are
enabled, the responses of the S will be monitored and
recorded; otherwise, they will be ignored. The last
message in a sequence is generally terminated with two
dollar signs ($$). In the above examples, messages
contain alphanumeric characters, beam positioning
instructions, as in the second message (see Appendix),
and Imlac graphic codes, as in Message 5 (also outlined
in the Appendix).

After the two dollar signs have been received, the
PDS-I displays the word "READY" in the upper
left-hand corner of the screen, and waits for a start signal

, from one of three sources: the TAB key on the PDS-l
Keyboard, an & transmitted from the 'host computer, or
a microswitch impulse transmitted through the interface.
Once the start cue is received, the PDS-l displays each
message in the sequence for the proper time, keeping
track of any responses that occur while the keyboard is
enabled.

If the message string is ended with a$& instead of a
$$, as.in

/FEEDBACKIS IMMEDlATE'/IOOOD$&

the PDS-l will immediately display the message stream,
rather than' displaying "READY" and waiting for the
start cue.

Report of Responses
The PDS-I keeps track of the 'time from the start of
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the display sequence to the S's first key-typing response
(or to his first switch closure). and a record is kept of
the character code associated with that action. It also
records any additional keyboard responses or switch
actions that may occur. Generally, the response can
occur at any time that the keyboard is enabled, or for a
period of up to 65.5 sec following the termina tion of the
last di~11ay in the sequence. If, after that time, no
response has been made. it sends a ? as the response
character, together with 'an RT equal to 65,535 msec
plus- the total time of the display sequence. When a
response has been made. the PDS-l sends a report back
to the host computer describing the S's reactions. The
format of the report is as follows:

The *s and Ss are delimiting characters, and U is a
carriage return. This message indicates that the initial
keyboard or switch action came 1,234 msec after the
start of the first display, and that the character
associated with that response was a B. (Note that a
5-digit integer will be sent, even if the RT <
10,000 msec.) Subsequent to the first response, the
characters C. D. E, and F were typed.

The above actions are the usual ones taken by the
PDS-I following execution of the display sequence.
However, if the immediate display option is used (by
using the S& message string delimiter, rather than the $$
delimiter), the machine will report back response
information to the host only if a response is made during
a display (and while the keyboard is enabled). The
PDS-I will not. in this case, wait for a response to be
made following the execution of the display sequence.
In the event that the keyboard was never enabled and/or
no response was made. a single carriage return will be
transmitted in lieu of a response report. This carriage
return can be used to ensure that the host computer
wa its until the display has terminated before
transmitting the next message sequence.

After the PDS-I has sent its report. if any. back to the

Present
Value

057
044
100
045

046

101
102
103
104
105

Code

/
s
r§

'(

&

A
B
C
D
E

Table I

Function

Message Delimiter
Message Delimiter
Enter Graphic Mode
Exit Graphic Mode
Start Experimental Run
(or display immediately)
1st Switch Character
2nd Switch Character
3rd Switch Character
4th Switch Character
5th Switch Character

host. it waits for another string of messages to be
transmitted from the host. Until a / is received
(indicating the start of the first message of the new set),
all characters received will be ignored. At this time, any
character typed by the S or operator will be immediately
transmitted to the host.

Special Characters
The special-purpose characters used in input and

output can be easily changed by, in each case, entering a
new character code (standard ASCII) into a single
location in the program. Table I lists these special
characters, together with the present code supplied in
the program.

Display Timing
To ensure timing accuracy in displaying messages, the

PDS-I is programmed to refresh each display whenever
an interrupt is received from the real-time clock, at the
beginning and end of each display. An initial writing of
the first display also takes place when the clock is set. In
addition, during the display period, the image will
continue to be refreshed at a 60-Hz rate until an
interrupt occurs. This means that there will be a small

.intensification at the beginning and end of each display,
due to the extra writing of the image that has been
"inserted" before or after the normal writing of the
image, occurring at the beginning or end of the display.
Note that the normal refreshment of the display is
independently timed at the 60-Hz rate, which is about
once every 17 msec. The intensification effect could
pose some problems in applications in which extremely
short displays are employed. In such cases, it would also
be desirable to use a higher refresh rate than the
standard one. For these applications, the programmer
can write his own special-purpose display subroutines,
and insert them as patches to the tachistoscope program;
an ample area for patches is provided. These
special-purpose display subroutines might, for example,
refresh at much higher rates than 60 Hz, and time the
writing of the display in synchronization with the onset
of the display. The Imlac software system permits the
insertion of such displays, so that they can then be
called up whenever an appropriate defining character is
received as an element in a display list.

ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION
To illustrate the use of the tachistoscope program,

excerpts from an experimental program written in
FORTRAN are presented in Table 2. The experimental
program described here is designed to conduct a study of
laterality in a letter classification task (posner &
Mitchell, 1967). Pairs of letters belonging to either the
same case (both upper or both lower) or to dissimilar
cases (one upper and one lower) are to be presented to a
S. either to the left or to the right of a fixation point.
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Within a block of 96 trials, equal numbers of stimuli
belonging to similar- or dissimilar-case conditions are
presented, for the left and right visual fields. Array ITAB
(96 by 4) contains the experimental conditions to be
included in each block. First, a random condition is
selected (without replacement) by calling subroutine
TOSS (which produces a random integer between 1 and
ILFT4), indirectly addressing the conditions (which are
then stored in IARR and ISIDE), and swapping the
condition index used to the bottom of array INDX. A
second call to TOSS randomizes the assignment of a
stimulus to each .position in a stimulus pair. Then the
stimulus characters, stored in arrays CD and CL (for
upper- and lowercase characters, respectively) are
assigned to SL and SR, according to the condition
contained in IARR. Statement 40 calls a display
subroutine, which transmits the two characters, along
with the proper exposure duration and fixation point.
The next statement reads the response report coming
back from the lmlac terminal; it includes an error trap,
to guard against transmission errors. At Statement 52,
the duration of the preexposure field is subtracted, to
give the reaction time (IRT) for response character CHA.
The program then determines if the S is correct or
incorrect, and an appropriate feedback is provided by
calls to subroutines CORR or ERR. Since these feedback
messages use the display immediate option, an ACCEPT
statement is inserted to ensure that the host computer
will wait for a carriage return before proceeding to
record the data. Statements beginning at 54 (not
included here) will record the S's reaction time in a data
array, and then return to Statement 7 for the next trial.

The formats used for transmitting display descriptions
to the tachistoscope terminal are illustrated in
subroutines DISP, CORR, and ERR. The message set
transmitted by DISP includes two displays: a fixation
point and a letter pair. Format 10 describes the fixation
point; the CRT beam is centered (@.MAIG%) and a
point is transmitted. The preexposure field here is
presented for 850 msec, and the keyboard is disabled at
this time. Formats 16 and 21 describe the stimulus
displays for the left and right side conditions. They
differ only in the beam centering instruction. For
example, in Format 16, the beam is first centered
(@.MAIG%) and the fixation point is drawn. Then the
beam is moved up and to the left (@.MGHC%) and the
first character is transmitted in Al format. The beam is
finally moved downwards (@.LKHC%) and the second
character is drawn directly below the first one. Since this
is the last display in the message set, it is terminated
with a "$$." Subroutines CORR and ERR send
feedback messages, and therefore the display immediate
option is employed (they are delimited by a "$&").

It is hoped that this illustration will provide
something of the "feel" of writing an experimental
program for use in the tachistoscope software system.
Sending of display descriptions and receiving response
reports entail the use of standard FORTRAN
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Table 2

ENTRY POINT FOR NEw BLOCK.
, 00 • K=I,96

. 0 INOX (K)=K
ILfT=~o

C
C ENTRY WlTHIN BLOCK. ITAB CONTAINS CONDITION:
C COL. 1 - l-Ul, 2::UUJ 3=LL
C COL. 2 - I=LEFT, 2=RIGHT
C COL. J - FIRST CHARACTER NUMBER
C COL. 4 - SECOND CHARACTE, ~~MBER

C FIRST TOSS DETERMINES CQ~DITION.

7 CALL TOSS(IJ,ILFT)
IX=INDX(IJ)
I =IT AB(l x, 3)
J=ITAB(IX,4)
IARR=ITAB(IX, I)
ISIDE=ITAB(lX,2)
ISAV=INDX(lLFT)
INDX(ILFT)=INOX(IJ)
INOX(IJ)=ISAV
lLFT=ILFT-1
SECOND TOSS RANDOMIZES STIMULUS POSITIONS (TOP, BOTTOM).
CALL TOSS(IHT, 2)
GO TO (le,a,H), IARR

IJ IF(lHT .EQ.l) GO TO 15
SL=CU(l )
SR=CLCJ)
GO TO 4e

15 SL=CLCJ)
SR=CU(I)
GO TO 4'

2' IF(lHT.EQ.l) GO TO 25
SL=CU( I)
SR=CU(J)
GO TO 4'

25 SL=CU(J)
SR=CU(I )
GO TO 4e

Je IF(IHT.EQ.I) GO TO 35
SL=CL(I )
SR=CL(J)
GO TO 4'

35 SL=CL(J)
SR=CL(I)

C
C SEND DISPLAY I READ RESPONSE RT.4' CALL OISP(SLISR,ISIDE)

REAO(5,5',ERR=51) IRT,CHA
5' FORMATe2XI15,IX,AI)

GO TO 52
C
C HERE IF INPUT ERROR, AND DELETE TRIAL.

51 ILFT=ILfT+1
ISAV=INOX(ILfT)
INDX(ILFT)=INDX(IJ)
INDX(lJ)=ISAV
GO TO 7

HERE IF NO INPUT ERROR.
52 IRT=IRT-8"

IF(CHA.EQ'.S) IRSP=I
IF(CHA.EQ.D) IRSP='
I CORR='
I F( I .EQ.J .AND.I RSP. EQ.I) ICORR= I
IF(I.NE.J.ANO.IRSP.EQ.') ICORR=I
If(ICORR.EQ.I) CALL CORR
IF(ICORR.EQ.') CALL ERR
ACCEPT l,DUMMY
GO TO 54

SUBROUTINE DISP (SL,SR,ISIDE)

C SL=TOP STIMULUS CHARACTER, SR=BOTTOM STIMULUS CHARACTER.
C IF ISIDE = I, STIMULI ON LEFT. IFISIOE = 2, STIMULI ON RIGHT.

TYPE 10
I' FORMAT C' /@.MAIG\./S5f/D$')

GO TO (I"a),ISIOE

:~ ;~:~A~~~S~@~~IG\.@.MGHC%',AI, '@.LKHC\',AI,'/lf'/E$S')
RETURN

~~ ;6:~A~~~S~@~~AIG%.@.MGJK%' ,Al, '@.LKJK%',Al,'/HU/ESS')
RETURN
END

SUBROUT INE CORR

TYPE l'
10 FORMAT(' /@.MAHK~CORRECT/l"'/D$&')

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ERR
TYPE lJ

If FORMATe' /@.MAIA\wRONG/l"'/D$&')
RETVRN
END

input/output conventions, and no particular tricks are
required as long as the programmer remembers that a
dialogue will be taking place between two computers
(the Imlac and the host), and that, unlike many human
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conversations. each party to the conversation must be
ready to receive the other's message at the appropriate
moment during an experimental trial.

APPENDIX
In graphics receive mode. two functions can be

performed: (I) positioning of the beam. and (2) drawing
vectors. Reception of (l (100 8 ) places the PDS-I in
graphics mode. and reception of '!C (45 8 ) exits this mode
and returns the PDS-I to normal character mode.

(1) Beam positioning. To position the beam, send a .
followed by four characters: the first two characters
specify the Y position of the beam, and the last two
specify the X position. Both the X and Y character pairs
have the same format. The first character in each pair
specifies the coarse positioning of the beam; the
characters D to N inclusive are used, representing 10
separate positions on a linear scale. For the Y
coordinate. D is at the bottom of the scale and N is at the
top: for the X coordinate, D is at the left and N is at the
right. The second character in each set specifies the fine
positioning of the beam. starting at the specified coarse
position. In this case, the letters A, C. E, G, I, K, M, and
o are available, representing eight linear gradations; A is
the bottommost !leftmost position and 0 is the
topmost 'rightmost position. For example, the code
.DADA specifies the bottom-left corner of the screen;
.1\0:\'0 specifies the top-right corner; .NODA specifies
the top-left corner; and .DANO specifies the
bottom-right corner.

(2) ['ector graphics code. When the PDS-I is in
graphics receive mode. ASCII characters specify
particular vectors (with specified lengths and directions)
that are to be drawn. The vectors can be drawn in any of
16 compass directions (E. ESE, SE, etc.), in lengths of I
or 2 character units, and they may be visible or invisible.
The length of a vector in character units is determined
by the form ula

Max( I LlX I , ILlY I ),
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where LlX is the length of the vector in the X direction
and LlY is the length in the Y direction. A table listing
vectors and associated ASCII characters can be found in
the Irnlac User's Reference Manual, Imlac Corporation,
1969.
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NOTES
1. For a description of the Imlac PDS-l, consult the following

Imlac publications: User's Reference Manual, Imlac PDS-I
Programmable Display System, and Programmer's Supplement to
Use r "s Reference Manual, both copyrighted by Imlac
Corporation, 1969. Application to the PDS-ID is possible with
minor program modification.

2. For a discussion of techniques for software character
genera tion, see Gillman & Buckley (1973)

3. Additional response devices can be interfaced to the PDS-l
with appropriate hardware modifications.

4. ILFT contains the number of trials left in the block.
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